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A new type of filter for charged particle radiotherapy is developed to reduce unwanted dose transfer
to the normal tissues around a tumor. The new filter can make a static irradiation field where the
width of the spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP) is two-dimensionally adjusted. That makes the field
conformal to the tumor three-dimensionally. The filter is made of many layers produced by using
stereolithography. The layer has a miniaturized structure that has geometrical similarity to the
conventional ridge filter. Shapes of cone and pyramid are also usable for the unit-cell constructing
the layer. The spread of the field in the depth direction is decided by the thickness of the filter, or
by the number of layers. The experirnental result of the inadiation using the ridge-fype construction
shows a good agreement with an estimate by the Monte Carlo calculation. By combining this
technique with intensity modulation that has lateral position dependence, the conformal irradiation
can be achieved by a simple procedure. @ 2000 Ameican Association of Plrysicists in Medicine.
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I. INTRODUCTION

From a viewpoint of reducing the unwanted irradiation on
normal tissues near the target region, dose localizing is one
of the important subjects in radiotherapy. A heavy charged-
particle beam (proton and heavy ion) has characteristic ad-
vantages by their superior dose distribution. Nevertheless,
high dose transfer to the normal tissues near the target is
unavoidable in the irradiation by the conventional technique
for the charged particle therapy, where the depth-directional
width of the dosed area is uniformly equal to the maximum
thickness of the tumor. For realizing the ideal irradiation
field conformed to the target volume, sophisticated tech-
niques based on beam scanning or energy scanning have
been developed,l-a which makes the irradiation field by ac-
cumulation or convolution of divided fields. In the case that
these techniques are applied to the moving target, the unde-
sirable probability of misplacing the dose on the boundary of
the small fields appears by the movement of the organ
caused mainly by respiration. Even though gated irradiation
synchronized with the movement is adopted, the displace-
ment of the target region is not small as compared with the
size of the divided field. Making a static or quasi-static field
conformed to the target is a practical goal in this problem.

As a technique to control spread of the Bragg peak for
conformation to the target, an uneven ridge filter was
proposed.s The filter was designed to realize conformal irra-
diation by a combination with intensity modulation that has

lateral position dependence. Because of its divided construc-
tion and its designing parameters that have lateral position
dependence, there is complexity in preparing the filter for the
respective patient in the actual treafiient.

In this work, a new solution for the problem is proposed.
The new energy filter achieves variable spread of the depth-
directional peak in irradiated dose distribution by changing
the thickness of the filter. In other words. in the conformal
irradiation, the shape of the thickness of the filter corre-
sponds to the outward shape of the target region. Further-
more, by its miniaturized structure and its close placement to
the patient, the filter realizes controllability for the localized
and steep changing of the spread in the target.

II. THE CONCEPT OF THE NEW FILTER

Conventional range modulation by a passive ridge-shape
filter makes an even width of the SOBP in the dose distribu-
tion by mixing several beams having different residual
ranges. To realize lateral changing of the spread, which
means three-dimensionally conforming the field to the target,
the concept of the energy mixing is improved in steps illus-
trated in Fig. 1. Geometrical similarity in the thickness pat-
tern of the absorbing material of the conventional ridge filter
remains in the miniaturized unit-cell of the multi-layer filter.
The energy filtering with many layers realizes easy control-
lability of the dose spread by changing the number of the
layers. Furthermore, controllability of steep changing of the
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Fta. 2. Schematic drawing of a block including many layers of the ridge-
type fiIter.

the structure can be formed by the stereolithography only,
for both the miniaturized structure and the outward form of
the filter. The target shape should be included in the data that
decide the laser scanning in this method. In the case of an-
other method, the multi-layer structure is forrred in the shape
of a block by the stereolithography. The outer shape of the
block will be shaved in order to obtain a desirable shape for
confomration to the target. In this work, the latter is applied
to the experiment to demonstrate the function of the new
filter. The schematic drawing of the block is shown in Fig. 2.

The distance between the filter and the patient should be
large enough to reduce the dose fluctuation originating in the
pattern of thickness. In order to get a suffrcient space for
mixing beams scattered by the conventional ridge filter, the
distance reaches 2 or 3 m. The size of the unit-cell of the new
filter is 4 mm height and 4 mrn width in this work as shown
in Fig. 2. Therefore, the new filter can be set near the bolus
(range compensator), or close to the patient.

The lateral changing of the SOBP makes unevenness of
the dose in the lateral direction.s This is due to the change of
the energy density deposited over the spread. In order to
avoid the unevenness in the fleld, lateral intensity changing
should be combined with the method using the new filter. As
one of the simple methods of realizing the intensity chang-
ing, a relatively narrow beam with Gaussian distribution is
useful to emphasize the.intensity at the center region where
the spread of dosed region is large in many cases. As a
derronstrative test of the conforrral irradiation by the inten-
sity changing, an assumptive Gaussian distribution is applied
to a two-dimensional Monte Carlo calculation in Sec. V.

III. DESIGNING OFTHE MULTI-LAYER FILTER

A prototype of the new energy filter is designed for ex-
perimental demonstrations that show controllability of the
spread of the dosed region. In the prototype, all layers have
the same structure that is optimized for 60 mm SOBP, for
simplicity in forming the multiJayer construction. That will
cause a small distortion in depth-directional flatness of the
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FIG. l. Conceptual scheme of the multi-layer filter. Changing of the struc-
ture and function from the conventional filter to the new filter.

spread is achieved by the miniaturization of the pattern. In-
stead of the ridge, shapes of cone and pyramid are usable for
the construction of the unit-cell.

For a different spread of the SOBP, a different set of the
mixing factors of beams is necessary in designing this type
of energy filter. That is the reason why the designing param-
eters of the uneven ridge filter have lateral position
dependence.s In case of the new filter, the structure of an
additional layer for an increment of the thickness should be
optimized to compensate the change of the parameters in
order to realize the spread flat top of the peak in the dose
distribution. By this optimization, changing the number of
layers does not influence the flatness of the irradiation. [n
this paper, a simplified method for the compensation is pro-
posed, where the filter has two regions with different shapes
of the cell.

To make the sffucture of the new filter with sufficient
accuracy, a formative technique using hardening of epoxy
resin with laser ,light scanning is adopted, that is the
stereolithography.o The filter having lateral changing of the
thickness can be formed in two ways. As the first method,
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SOBP, excepting 60 mm spread The functions of the proto-
type are investigated by disregarding this small inferiority in
the dose disaibution.

A. Calculating method for the dose distribution

A simplified method of Monte Carlo calculation has been
developed to estimate the three- and two-dimensional dose
distribution for the proton therapy.T By the two-dimensional
calculation, the geometrical parameters are obtained for the
new filter with the ridge-type structure. The calculating
model uses the experimental depth-dose distribution for a
broad parallel beam- Therefore, the method effectively incor-
porates energy losses due to electronic stopping and nuclear
collisions, energy deposition by secondary particles and loss
of the primary particles by nuclear reaction. This is a hybrid
method including both of the broad parallel beam methods
and the Monte Carlo technique. The energy deposition on the
track of the charged particle is calculated continuously by
using the depth-dose distribution in consideration of the
water-equivalent length of the medium, without random
number. The pass straggling by multiple scattering is calcu-
lated by random numbers following the Highland equation
using the radiation length of the medium. The emittance pa-
rameters of the incident beam are considered as the initial
distribution of random numbers expressing the beam posi-
tions and angles. By this method, the path straggling in the
dense part and lateral beam spreading in a cavity are intro-
duced consistently.

In the two-dimensional calculation, the miniaturized
structure ofthe new filter is considered as a stack ofthin rods
(0.2x0.2 mm2 cross section). This means the shape is fig-
ured by many steps with a minimum size of 0.2 mn. The
structure of the bolus and fine collimator is also considered
as a stack of small rods ( 1 X 1 mm2 cross section) as well as
the filter.

In order to determine the parameter of the incident beam,
in advance, two-dimensional calculations are performed to-
gether with simple experiments using a broad proton beam
collimated by a slit with a 100 mm gap. For the experiments,
a broad beam with energy of about 180 MeV is formed by a
single scatterer in the vertical beam line of the Proton Medi-
cal Research Center (PMRC), University of Tsukuba. In this
bearn line, the proton beam is delivered from the KEK 500
MeV booster synchrotron. The emittance parameters (pencil
angle and dispersion) are decided to consistently explain the
changing of the lateral penumbra of the dose distribution in a
water phantom. The pencil angle of the beam is set to 0.65
degrees in standard deviation. The dispersion of the beam is
set to 0.012 degrees/mm for the condition.

The program for the calculation is coded by FoRTIIAN on
an Alpha-533 MHz computer system. It takes about 30 min-
utes to calculate a typical dose distribution fonned by a mil-
lion events.

B. SOBP made by the new filter

A ridgetype structure is designed for the new filter hav-
ing the shape of a block shown in Fig. 2. The outward form
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Ftc. 3. Calculated SOBP (closed circles) and the experimental result (solid
Iine) for a multiJayer filter. The shape of the unit-cell of the filter is shown
in the inset of the figure. The layers are piled 15 times for 60 mm SOBP.

of the block with 15 layers takes the size of 60 mm cube.
Each layer has a base plane 0.2 mm thick. Thus, the base
planes make a 3 mm even component of the absorber thick-
ness in the block. The total spread ofthe Bragg peak depends
on the variation of the absorber thickness (57 mm) and the
water-equivalent length of the epoxy resin. The shape of the
unit-cell is iteratively modified until the Monte Carlo calcu-
lation matches the desired SOBP. The shape of the unit-cell
is illustrated in the inset of Fig. 3. In the design, the initial
shape of the cell is obtained from the pattern of thickness
optimized by the simple least square method using only
straight-going broad beams with 6 different residual ranges.
Dose deposition is calculated in a water phantom set on the
end of the beam line. The estimate of the depth dose distri-
bution by the Monte Carlo calculation (200,000 events) is
shown as closed circles in Fig. 3. In the calculation, 60 mm
water-equivalent energy degrading by a range shifter is in-
cluded.

The setup estimated by the calculation is realized in the
vertical $eam line with the new filter made by the stere-
olithography. In Fig. 3, a solid line is the experimental result
measured by a small silicon-diode detector scanned in a wa-
ter phantom. The difference between the experimental result
and the estimate by the Monte Carlo calculation is less than
57o of the peak.

IV. CALCULATION AND EXPERIMENTS FOR A
CYLINDRICAL TARGET

A. Experimental setup for a cylindrical target

Figure 4 is the schematic drawing of an experimental
setup to make a dose distribution for a cylindrical target,
whose axis is perpendicular to the beam axis. The conven-
tional ridge filter (a) and the new filter (b) are applied to the
irradiation. The broad beam is supplied by the single scat-
terer method in PMRC as described above. The diameter of
the target is set to 60 mm in the water phantom adopted as a
simplified model of a patient body. In the conventional setup,
the position of the ridge filter (water-equivalent 60 mm
spread) is set at 4.4 m upstream of the target. In both setups,
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Frc. 5. Calculated dose distributions for the experimental setups (a) and (b)
drawn in Fig. 4. Painted contou maps are divided in regions with a differ-
ential step of 57o dose deposition. The boundaries are drawn at 85 atd90%o.
The regions with over 100% dose are indicated by black pieces.

water phantom is supposed as a medium of the target region
which is divided into many rods with a 2 tnm square cross
section to get the dose distribution. The structure of the
multi-layer filter is considered as a stack of thin rods (0.2
X 0.2 mm2 cross section) as described above. The number
of the beam incidences is one million, respectively. In the
result for the conventional ridge filter, two triangle-shape
regions with over 9OVo dose are observed just upstream of
the target. The result for the new filter has two regions with
over a I00Vo dose (the black piece on the target). This is due
to the condensation of energy deposition in the narrow peak.

C. Experimental results

In order to measure two-dimensional dose distribution in
the setup, an imaging plate (IP, BAS-il 2025,Faji Fihn Co.,
Ltd.) is applied with a plastic phantom.s'e In the measuring
system, the IP is sandwiched by the acrylic resin plates with
a 10 degree tilting angle to the beam axis.

The experimental results given by proton irradiation are
shown in Fig. 6 for both setups. The depth-directional posi-
tion of the measurement is converted to the water-equivalent
length by using the IP tilting angle and the water-equivalent
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Frc. 4. A schematic drawing of the experimental setup using a conventional
ridge filter (a) and a multi-layer fiIter with a ridge shape (b). The target has
a cylindrical shape whose axis is perpendicular to the beam axis.

the position of the collimator is about 150 mm upstream of
the target. The aperture of the fine collimator is 60 mm
square. The range shifter is set to 60 mrn in water-equivalent
length. The upper side outward form of the bolus is shaped
to half the cylindrical target, which makes the distal isodose
distribution conformal to the target. In the setup (b), the new
filter is set on the bolus. The outward forrn of the multi-layer
filter is machined to follow the vertical thickness t(r) of the
target,

t (x) :21r2-r2;o5 1mm;,  r :30 mm,

where x (mm) is the lateral position on the filter.

B. Calculations

By the fwo-dimensional Monte Carlo calculation, the dose
distributions for both setups are estimated before the experi-
ment. The results of the calculation are drawn in Fig. 5 as
painted contour maps for the setups (a) and (b). The dose is
normalized in the maximum value on the center region of the
target. In this calculation, the effect ofthe conventional ridge
filter is approximately considered as the mixing of 6 beams
having different residual ranges. In the mixing, the probabil-
ity for respective range is calculated by random numbers
following the optimized fractions for the conventional filter.
The structure of the bolus is considered as a stack of thin
rods with a 1 mm square cross section. In the calculation, the
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Frc. 6. Experimental results of the dose distribution measured by an imag-
ing plate for the setups (a) and (b) drawn in Fig. 4. Painted contour maps are
divided in regions with a differential step of 5Vo dose deposition. The
boundaries are drawn at 85 and90%o. The reeions with over a 1007o dose are
indicated by black pieces.

length of the acrylic resin. By the previous works, it w:ls
clarified that the dose measurement by using an IP for clini-
cal proton beams had a disagreement with the result mea-
sured by an ion charnber in the distal peak region because of
its LET dependence.e By this reason, an estimate error of
several percent is supposed in the dose measured. Within the
limits of the accuracy, the experimental results have good
agreement with the Monte Carlo estimates.

V. CAPABILITY OF THE CONFORMAL
IRRADIATION

The irradiation method by the new filter has usefulness in
controlling the spread of the depth-dose distribution by the
thickness of the filter, and in making a uniform field con-
formed to the target by lateral intensity changing. The latter
is confirmed in Fig. 7 by assumptive intensity distribution.
To make the figure, a two-dimensional Monte Carlo calcula-
tion is performed by using a lateral Gaussian function with
130 mm fwhm as an intensity distribution of incident beams.
A conformal dose distribution to the target region is achieved
by this simulation.
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Frc. 7. An assumptive calculation with a lateral Gaussian distribution of the
beam incident for the experirnental setup (b) in Fig. 4. Painted contour maps
are divided in regions with a differential step of 5Vo dose deposition. The
boundaries are drawn at 85 md 90Vo.
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Ftc. 8. (a) Cross section view of the filter which has two regions with a
different shape of the cell. Three arrows indicate the passes for 20, 40 and
60 mm SOBPs. (b). Experimental results of the depth dose distribution
measured by IP for three passes in Fig. 8(a). The experimental technique is
the same as that used for Fie. 6.
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ln the case of actual three-dimensional irradiation for the
cancer treatment, a relatively narrow beam with the proper
width can compensate the decrease of the dose on the center
region of the target. If the distorted field made by an addi-
tional filter is canceled by its own optimized structure, small
scatterers or absorbers are also usable for the intensity com-
pensation. In the case that the dynamic field is permissive, a
moving. multi-leaf collirnator can perforrn the intensity
modulation in the lateral direction.) On the other hand, as an
ideal method, a desired quasi-static field can be realized by
fast beam scanning with lateral intensity modulation. This is
the future subject to complete the new system for the con-
formal irradiation on a moving target.

By the filter having a uniform structure including one pat-
tern of the shape of the unit-cell, the field suffers distortion
of the depth-directional flatness in the SOBP. This is due to
the difference between the optimized patterns of the thick-
ness for a narrow spread and a wide spread of the peak as
described above. For the procedure to get the proper outward
shape of the filter by machining a block prepared before, the
design of the cell pattern should be changed with the position
in the depth direction to compensate the distortion. As a
simple method, a region designed for large spread (70 mm
SOBP) is piled on a region designed for narrow spread (20
mm SOBP) in a block, where a 70 mm SOBP region has 40
mm thickness and a 20 mm SOBP region has 20 mm thick-
ness. The cross section view of the filter is shown in Fig. 8(a)
with the outwmd shape to make three different SOBPs. In
the figure, the shape of the cell is defonned to distinguish
two regions easily. The experimental results given by using
the filter are drawn in Fig. 8(b) for 20 (A), 40 (B) and 60 (C)
mm SOBP. It is confirmed that the flat top of the peak can be
obtained for three cases. This means the filters for a respec-
tive patient in the actual treament can be made by machin-
ing one type of block prepared before.

The influence of the tilt angle, between the incident beam
and the perpendicular axis of the new filter upon the dose
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distribution is investigated in an experimental way. It is
clarified that the 0.5 degree tilt makes local an overdose of
about 5Vo on the flat top of the distribution.

vr. coNclustoN
The new energy filter for charged particle therapy can

control the lateral changing ofthe depth-directional spread of
the irradiation field by the thickness of the filter. By using
outline data conformed to the target in the cancer treatrnent,
the outward form of the filter can be designed easily. To get
full advantage of this filter, the technique of lateral intensity
modulation to make a static or quasi-static uneven field
should be refined for three-dimensional irradiation on a mov-
ing organ.
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